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A Study on Local Scour of Cylindrical Artificial Fish Reefs 

Haruyasu KIMURA本 VicharnINGSRISA W ANG * 2 and Michikazu BAN * 1 

Abstract 

Local scour plays an important role on sinking phenom巴naof artificial fish reefs plac巴don sand bed in shal 

low seas. If artificial fish reefs sink into sea bottom. they lose their ability to gath巴rfishes. In ord巴rto clarify 

this sinking mechanism and to overcom巴 thisproblem. an experimental study on local scour around an artificial 

fish reef was initiat巴d.This pap巴rpresents the results of experiments on scour around cylindrical artificial fish 

r巴efmodels in one way currents in an op巴nchannel. The local scour around artificial fish reefs is substantially 

different from that of bridge pier which hav巴b巴巴ninvestigated by many r巴searchersbecause the artificial fish 

reef inclines and slides into the scour hole d巴velopedin scouring process. In addition to actual scour tests. a flow 

visualization study was carri巴dout to understand th巴 flowpatterns around cylindrical shape models. The impor 

tant paramet巴rfor estimation of the equilibrium local scour depths around the artificial fish reefs was found to 

be the ratio of the sediment number (N s) to the critical sediment number (N* sc). when the model width to 

water depth ratio was constant 

1. Introduction 

Artificial fish reef is a fisheries facility for coastal fish-

ermen. It has been constructed for three purposes such as 

th巴 improvementof aquacultur巴 farmingactivities. the 

creation of fishing ground. and the preservation and 

enhanc巴mentof ecological integrity 1) • Artificial fish r巴巴fs

have been used for over 100 years in th巴 UnitedStates 

and ]apan 2). In th巴巴arlystage. artificial fish reefs were 

made of stone and wood. Recently. the construction 

technology of artificial fish reef is intensively developed 

using various materials such as concr巴te. iron steeI. and 

ceramic. Sometimes. low cost bamboo and wasted materials 

such as old car bodies. wasted ships. and concrete debris 

from buildings d巴molitionare used as artificial fish reefs. 

Sungthong and Ingsrisawang 3) studied on fish gathering 

ability of artificial fish reefs at the wat巴rdepth 7 meters 

in the East巴rnGulf of Thailand. The total fish catch around 
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artificial fish reefs area was increased in the first and 

second y巴arsafter construction. but later it decreased 

immediately b巴caus巴th巴 theartificial fish reefs sank into 

the sand bottom. If artificial fish reefs can be used for only 

a few years such as this case. it is a great economic 

loss. Nakamura 4) have suggested that the artificial fish 

r巴巴fsshould have its accumulated b巴n巴fit巴qualto or higher 

than its initial cost of construction after 30 y巴arsfrom 

construction. In order to overcome such a problem. a study 

on sinking of artificial fish reefs is necessary. 

Th巴 localscour is one of the main physical processes 

relating to the sinking phenomenon. Studies on local scour 

of sand bed have be巴ncarri巴dout by many researchers 

but most experiments have dealt with th巴 localscour of 

bridge pier constructions. On the local scour of pier. 

Chabert and Eng巴dinger5) identified two types of scour; 

the clear water scour wher巴 sedimentwas removed from 

the scour hole and not replenish巴dby the approaching 

flow. and the livedbed scour where sedim巴ntwas contin 

uously supplied into th巴 scourhole. Shen 6) observed the 

local scour around bridge piers by current and reported 

that local scour was induced by vortex syst巴m such as 

the horseshoe vortex. wake vortex. and trailing vortex. 

Additional work was don巴 byEttema 7). who presented 

that the flow pattern was separated into several com-

ponents as down flow in front of pier. horseshoe vortex. 

cast-off or wake vortex. and bow wave. Dargahi 8) studied 

the controlling mechanism of the local scour and suggested 

that the scouring process appearedin three stag巴ssuch as 
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Pier 

Fig 1. 

the initial stage， th巴 intermediatestage， and the equilib 

rium stage. The estimation of equilibrium scour depth of 

bridge piers was attempted by many researchers. The ratio 

of equilibrium scour depth to pier diameter was expressed 

by the function of the sediment number引 orby th巴

function of th巴 Reynoldsnumber日.

In the study on sinking of artificial fish r巴巴fs，

Nakamura 10) speculated that artificial fish r巴efslost their 

stability and f巴11over or slipped away due to scouring 

when they were plac巴don th巴 sandbottom in an open 

channel. Sungthong 11) reported that artificial fish r巴efsof 

various shapes and materials at shallow sea in th巴 Eastern

Gulf of Thailand had different rates of sinking. The order 

of sinking rate were cylindγical reef> thγee jointed Pipe 

reef> cubic block reef. Moreover， the results of Fujisawa 

巴tal. 12) ， who studied turnover and corrosion of artificial 

fish reefs placed on the sand bed in an open channel. 

indicated that sand movement around different shaped 

artificial fish reef models showed different pattern at 

th巴 beginningof corrosion. Recently， the first study on 

artificial fish re巴fssinking due to th巴 localscour was 

investigat巴dby Kimura and Ingsrisawang'3)， in which the 

results showed that the scour depth around artificial fish 

reefs were related to both the sediment number and the 

Reynolds number. 

It is， however， v巴rydifficult to predict th巴 scourdepth 

and the scour巴darea around artificial fish reefs in the sea 

b巴causethe information on local scour around artificial 

fish reefs is inadequate. The objectives of th巴 present

investigation are to compar巴 theartificial fish reef scour 

with the pier one， to examine flow patterns and processes 

of scouring， and to find th巴importantparameters gov巴rning

the local scour around artificial fish reefs induced by one 

way current in an open channel. 
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reef scour experiment. 

2. Experiments on cylindrical bridge pier 

scour and cylindrical artificial reef 

scour 

1) Materials and methods 

Hydraulic experiments wer巴 carriedout in a circulation 

channel at the laboratory of Maritime Environment. Kochi 

University. The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. 

The circulation channel was 10m long， 0.7m wid巴， and 

0.9m deep. The sand floor was constructed along the 

channel as 3.4m long， 0.7m wide， and 0.08m thickness 

sand layer. In front of the sand floor， a current meter was 

equipped to measure the vertical velocity profiles. The 

sediment was sand with the m巴diangrain diameter (d印)

0.035 cm. Its density was 2，650 kg/m3
. The depth of local 

scour was measured by a pointer gauge. A pier model. a 

fixed artificial fish reef (fix巴dAR) model. and an artificial 

fish reef (AR) model of 5cm diam巴terwere used. The 

fixed AR model was us巴dto discuss the eff巴ctsof the 

movem巴ntof mod巴1by comparing with the AR model and 

the effects of the model h巴ightby comparing with the pier 

model. The settings of th巴巴xperimentare illustrated with 

in Fig. 2. The pier and fixed AR were fixed into the sand 

bed. The mean velocities 17， 20， and 25cm/s were used 

in the experiments. The scour hole depth was measured 

after 1/6， 2/6， 3/6， 1. 2， 4， 6， 12， 24， 36， and 48 hours. 

2) Result and discussion 

Fig. 3 shows the diagrammatic flow patterns around the 

pier mod巴1，the fixed AR model. and the AR model at th巴

initial， intermediate， and equilibrium stages. Th巴 flow

around the pi巴rmodel consisted of downflow， horseshoe 

vortex， wak巴 vortex，and bow wave. These results agree 

with those reported by Ettema 7). While flows around the 

fixed AR and AR models consisted of downflow， horseshoe 

vortex， wake vortex， and separate flow at the top of mod巴ls.
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Fig 3. Diagrammatic flow patterns around three models. 

During the scour hole development. the height of the pier 

model and the fixed AR model increased by巴xcavationof 

sand bed around the models. The artificial fish reef model 

inclined and slid into the scour hol巴 duringthe scour 

hole development period. The downflow of the fix巴d

AR was strong巴rthan that of AR. and the pier had the 

strongest downflow. And the size of horseshoe vortex of 

pier was the largest. whil巴thatof the AR was th巴 smallest.

Behind all mod巴ls.sand dunes are formed by the moving s 

and coming from the scour hol巴 Thefirst sand dune. the 

nearest sand dun巴 behindmod巴1. of the AR model was 

close to and cov巴r巴dthe model. while dunes of th巴 pier

and the fixed AR mod巴1had some distanc巴 from the 

models. The developments of the scour hole d巴pthsduring 

the experiments are shown in Fig. 4. The results indicated 

that th巴scourhole depths decreased in the order. the pier. 

fixed AR. AR in all巴xperimentsand that the higher 

sp巴巴dvelocity induced d巴巴perscour hole than the slower 

on巴. The height of the model may have an effect on the 

strength of downflow. and therefore the pier model induced 

deeper scour hole at the sand bed. The scour hol巴 depth

of the AR model was small巴rthan that of the fixed AR 

model b巴causethe model height relatively decreased by 

its inclination and sliding into the scour hole. Moreover. 

the height of the fixed AR model increased in the sand 

bed with the d巴v巴lopm巴ntof scour hole in contrast with 

th巴ARmodel. The bed roughness due to wake flow behind 

these models is highly dependent on the model height and 

the longitudinal length of th巴 firstsand dune formed behind 

the pier model was th巴short巴stwhile that of th巴 ARmodel 

was the longest. These different r巴sultssugg巴stthat scour 

characteristics of the pier model. the fixed AR. and the 

AR model were different and that scour characteristics 

might be due to th巴 modelheight. inclination. and sliding 

effects of models. The flow patterns and the scour char 

acteristics of the AR model are quite different from the 

other fixed models. and therefor巴 furtherinvestigations 

of scour processes and parameters governing artificial fish 

re巴fscouring are necessary. 

3. Flow patterns around cylindrical pier 

and cylindrical artificial fish reef 

models 

The experim巴nton flow visualization around cylindrical 

artificial fish reef mod巴lswas carried out by the hydrogen 

bubble technique. The flow pattern around the cylindrical 

artificial fish reef models was complex. In a plane boundary 

in uniform open chann巴1. the homogeneous layer and 
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Fig 5. Flow and scour processes of cylindrical 

artificial reef model. 

ov巴r7 cm/s. th巴 localscour occurred at the sand bed and 

the horseshoe vortex created a hole. By the downflow and 

th巴 horseshoevortex. sediment sand was moved and drag-

ged to form a dune behind the model. During this period. 

the model inclined and slid into the scour hole and was 

buried by the pile of the sediment forming the dune. This 

ph巴nomenonoccurred symmetrically at both the left and 

right hand sides of the model. and ther巴foreth巴 firstdune 

was also symmetrical. 

Aft巴r48 hours. the depth of scour hole reached the 

stable state as shown in a low巴rillustration of Fig. 5， 

so called the巴quilibriumstage. In this stage. the depth of 

the scour holes were constant. From observations. the 

lower boundary layer induced the downflow at th巴 mid

height of the model in the initial stage of scouring. but at 

this final stage. the downflow occurred from the top of 

the sunken model. Moreover. th巴 lengthscale of th巴

downflow in front of the model in the equilibrium stage 

had the largest size compared with that of the initial and 

interm巴diatestag巴s.
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Scour development with various 

velocities. 
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Artificial fish reef scour parameters 

Governing parameters 01 cylindrical artilicial lish 

reel models 

When an obstruction is placed in an open channel flow. 

the representative velocity (U L) around the obstruction 

is related to the obstruction size. the undisturbed velocity 

(U 0) and the shape of the obstruction. which can be writ-

1) 

4. 

boundary layer play an important role in the developm巴nt

of pier scour but only the boundary layer is important 

for the artificial fish reef scour. 

The scouring stages of the cylindrical artificial fish r巴巴f

models are th巴 initialstage. the int巴rm巴diatestage. and 

the equilibrium stage. In th巴 initialstage. the boundary 

lay巴rwas divided into an upper boundary layer and a 

lower boundary layer. Th巴 lowerboundary lay巴rappear巴d

from sand bed to about the half height of the artificial fish 

reef model. Fig. 5 shows th巴 boundarylayer attacked the 

model. The low巴rboundary layer flow approaching to the 

model changed to the downflow. and directed to the 

base of th巴 model. The upper boundary layer flow were 

separated at the top of the model. At the base of the 

model. the downflow changed to the horseshoe vortex. In 

this stage. local scour did not occur at the sand b巴d

In the intermediate stage. when the mean velocity was 
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The drag force (FD ) on sand particles is represented as 

(3) 

wh巴reρisthe water density and d is the sand grain size 

diameter. The friction forc巴 (Ff)is given by 

(4) 

where d is the density of sand particles. and g is the ac-

celeration due to gravity. Therefore. FD/F f can be writ-

ト 2 TT  2 
FD CX:ρd" Ui， 

Ff CX:(d -p)gd3• 

b h 

L 10 9 6 

M 5 4.5 3 

s 2.5 2.25 1.5 

b 
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Cylindrical artificial reef model. Fig 6. 

(5) 
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When equation (ω2幻)is substituted into eq叩ua山tio叩n(5ω5日)， the fol 

lowing relationship can be deriv巴d;

)
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(
 

where Re is the Reynolds number (Re = U 0 b/ν;νis the 

kinematic viscosity of water. and b is the mod巴1width). 

S is the shape factor of th巴 model.and y 0 is the water 

d巴pth.On the other hand. the equilibrium depth of scour 

hole (dse) is a function of drag force (F D) and friction 

force (F f) of sand particles which is given by (6) 

This equation can be us巴dto estimate the equilibrium 

scour d巴pth(dse). The equilibrium scour depth per width 

of model is given by the sediment parameter (N sl. the 

会土=川NsRe St) 

(2) 千=f2 (号)
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and the mean velociti巴swer巴 15，17， 19， 20， 22， and 25 

cm/s. Th巴 threesizes of cylindrical model， small， m巴dium，

and large， in a length ratio of 1 : 2 : 4， were used. They 

are shown in Fig. 6. Here. the siz巴 ofth巴 smallmodel 

was 2.5 cm in diameter and 1.5 cm in height. The scour 

depths were observed after 1. 2. 4. 6. 8. 12. 24. 36. 48. 

60. 72. 84. and 96 hours. 

From the observation of sand movement with no ob 

struction. the sand particl巴sdid not move when the cross 

sectional mean velocity. U m was less than 20 cm/s. This 

seems to be th巴 criticalvelocity (U c) for this experimental 

condition. Fig. 7 shows the results when U m was smaller 

than or equal to the critical v巴locity. The results indicate 

that the large size model induces d巴eperscour hole 

depths than the small size mod巴1.and that the high speed 

velociti巴salso induce deeper scour hole depths than the 

low speed ones. In ，the figure. the int巴rmediatestages in 

the scour hole development proc巴ssesof all models wer巴

not well defin巴d. For the large model， when th巴 mean

velocities wer巴 15and 17 cm/s. scour holes firstly ap-

peared at left and right hand sides of the model， and 

then developed very slowly to the front side. The scour 

holes were formed after 2 hours. At velocities 19 and 20 

cm/s. scour holes immediately appeared in front of the 

model and the speeds of scour hole development were 

considerably faster than those at velocities 15 and 17 

cm/s. Th巴 scourholes in medium and small models ap-

pear巴din front of the models in all experiments. and 

the speeds of scour hole development were faster than 

that of the large model in the intermediate stage. Once 

th巴 scourholes com巴 tothe equilibrium stage. they keep 

the constant d巴pths in all cas巴sin Fig. 7， which is 

designated as the clear water scour condition. Fig. 8 

shows the results of the super critical condition when 

Umw巴r巴 over20 cm/s. The scour holes developed rapidly 

with time in front of the models in all experiments when 

compar巴dto those of the clear water scour condition. The 

results were similar to Fig. 7 except the fluctuations in 

the equilibrium scour depth. This is referred as th巴 lived-

bed scour condition 

The Reynolds number contribution in equation (6) in the 

present experim巴ntsis not consid巴redbecause the flow 

is fully turbul巴ntand the viscosity force is relatively 

small compared with th巴 inertialforce 14). The relationship 

b巴tweendse/b ratios and the sedim巴ntnumber is shown in 

Fig. 9. The dse /b ratios of larg 
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flow parameter (Re). and the geometric parameters (5. b/ 

Yo). Thus. the experiment was carried out to verify that 

these thre巴 paramet巴rswere important for the estimation 

of scouring around artificial fish reefs. 

Scour experiments on different size of cylindrical 

artificial fish reef models 

The experiment was carried out in the sam巴 circulation

channel ( Fig. 1). in which the water depth was 35 cm 

2) 
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ferent valu巴swhen the sediment number was greater 

than 2.5. The critical sediment number (N;c = U c / 

~ ( ~ -1 ) gd) wasωtimated as 2.7 using時 critical

m巴anvelocity 20 cm/sec. and it well agrees with the 

critical valu巴 obtainedin the figure. The scatter of dse/b 

values for larg巴rsediment numbers in Fig. 9 may be due 

to the different b/yo ratio in each mod巴1size. Ther巴fore.

the additional experim巴nton the constant ratio of b/yo was 

done in order to avoid this eff巴ct.

The experiment was carri巴dout by using the water 

depths 15. 30 and 60cm. and the model widths 2.5. 5. 

and 10cm r巴spectively.The b/yo ratio is kept as 1/6 in 

every case. The critical mean velociti巴swere 18. 20. 

and 22 cm/s for water depths 15. 30. and 60cm. respec-

tively. These velocities were used for N *，C. calculations. 

Th巴 subcriticaland supercritical experiments w巴recarri巴d

out and the plots of d se/b against N s/N九e are shown 

in Fig. 10. Th巴 linearr巴lationshipbetween dse /b and 

Ns/N九cis found and the dse/b ratio can successfully be 

estimated by the ratio N s/N九c.under the subcritical and 

near critical condition. i. e. the clear water scour condition. 

when b/yo is constant and Re is suffici巴ntlylarge. Further. 

this relationship may hold even under the supercritical con 

dition. i. e. th巴 livedbed scour condition. Finally. the 

relationship betw巴巴nthe equilibrium scour hole depth and 

the governing non-dimensional numbers can be represented 

by th巴 formula

doo / N 0 b ¥ 
ニニ=h!ー:-:"-.S一一)
b ¥N* sc' ~. yo / 

5. Conc1usions 

(7) 

In order to clarify the artificial fish reef sinking mecha-

nism into the sand bed and to estimate the scour hol巴

depth occurred around it. the hydraulic experiments were 

carried out in an open channel. The knowledge of pier 

scouring cannot be applied to the pres巴ntproblem and a 

new theory and empirical formulae for the estimation of 

the scour hole depth are necessary. In the present study. 

only the cylindrical models ar巴 us巴d.however. the fol-

lowing important results were obtained : 

i) the sand dun巴 form巴djust behind the model is the 

largest in the artificial fish reef mod巴1experiment and the 

dune armors half of th巴artificialreef model owing to the 

s巴paratedflow over the artificial fish reef and the wake 

vortex; 

註 theartificial fish reef scour holes are smaller and 

they develop more gradually than other fixed mod巴ls

becaus巴 ofthe inclination and sliding into scour holes ; 

泊 theequilibrium scour depth can be estimated by 

th巴 linearfunction of the sediment number to the critical 

sediment number ratio. when the model scale to the water 

depth ratio is constant. 

In the present experiments. the sedim巴ntnumber values 

were s巴lectedonly by changing the flow velocity and the 

effect of s巴dimentsiz巴 onscouring has not been clarifi巴d.

Therefore it must be proved in the next inv巴stigation

that the lin巴arrelationship between the non-dimensional 

scour depth to the sediment number obtain巴din this study 

is valid in a wide range of the sediment number with 

various velocities and s巴dimentsizes. The inclination and 

sliding of the artificial fish reef in a one way current 

ar巴observed.however. further inv巴stigationsof the alter 

nating tidal flow effect and of the surface wave effect 

on the reef sinking in an actual sea are remained. The 

authors suppose that th巴 reefsinking is mainly due to the 

r巴petitivereaction of sediment against the alternating 

tidal flow. Furthermore. the various shapes are usually 

adopted in the artificial fish r巴efconstruction. Not only 

th巴 hydraulicstudy but also the attempts to find out the 

optimum design of artificial fish reef. which is suitable 

for construction on sandy bottom in a shallow sea. are 

necessary 
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円筒型人工魚礁の局所洗掘に関する研究

木村晴保権 1・ヴィチャンインスリサワン *2・伴 道一*1 

要旨

浅海の砂底に設置した人工魚礁の埋没現象には流れによる底質の局所洗掘が深く関わっていると考えられ

る。埋没が生じると，魚礁の集魚効果が失われてしまう。この問題を解決するために人工魚礁周辺の局所洗

掘に関する模型実験を開水路での一方向流れを用いて行ない，洗掘過程と周辺の流れの観察と洗掘深さを詳

細に測定した。魚礁は洗掘に伴って傾き，上流側に形成される洗掘穴に滑り落ちることにより，その洗掘過

程は橋脚周辺の局所洗掘と大きく異なる。大きさの異なる円筒形状の魚礁モデ、ルに対して，魚礁の長さスケ

ールと水深との比が一定の時，平衡洗掘深さはセディメント数と限界セディメント数で表現できることを示

しfこ。
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